MEI VNR Recycler

Changing
		
the point of sale

High-Visibility Bezel option strobes
through a wide range of colors
and enables and disables its
denomination lights in real-time.

Perhaps no other vending technology available — past or
present —
 p
 rovides the tangible, immediate, return on
investment that note recycling does. First introduced in 2007,
this transformative solution mimics the brick and mortar retail
experience for an unattended retail location by paying back bills as
change to consumers.
And it’s the MEI VNR Recycler that changes the unattended point of
sale with note recycling.
Built off the MEI VN Series platform, an ancillary module was
later designed to enable recycling capability in VN2700 validators
already operating in the field. Easily affixed to the rear of VN2700
devices, recycling functionality can be deployed at any time,
offering operators greater flexibility to decide where and when to
implement.
With the ability to store up to 30 notes ( USD $1 or $5s*), this self
replenishing technology takes bills coming in for payment, stores
them on an internal drum inside the device, and returns them as
change to consumers as needed. Achieve higher sales lifts by
accepting higher note denominations, without reservation around
ample coin changer funds.

MEI VNR Recycler

Additionally, note recycling eliminates the need for expensive bill
changers found in vending banks and minimize the need for $1
coins. The MEI VNR Recycler manages larger notes for you by
enabling acceptance of higher denomination notes, particularly
ATM $20 notes, and the payback of notes as change. Operators
have found more $20s in their cashboxes and up to a 35% sales lift
through recycling alone.
There are no communication fees with note recycling, no loss of
online machine connectivity. Recycling simply changes the point of
sale for the better.
*Denominations vary by country
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MEI VNR Vending Recycler
Change your business. Improve acceptance, flexibility, management,
and ultimately profitability.
Better Acceptance

Manage your routes with ease

Unique to the industry, sensors inside the VNR will
detect when the module is opened during a machine
visit or another event.
Once closed, the VNR will
“count” the notes inside
and report any difference
to the machine, so it knows
which notes to enable. This
real time acknowledgement
prevents the machine from inadvertently accepting
denominations it doesn’t have enough notes
to pay back as change. Real time acceptance is
communicated through our interactive bezels, like
the High Visibility Bezel. High acceptance rates and
superior bill recognition from the MEI brand ensure
every sale is accurately validated.

Operations have never been easier
than with the VNR Recycler. Upgrade
and program your VNR, right in the
field. Smart diagnostics highlighted
on a two character display allow
drivers to troubleshoot while out on
their routes. For in-field fixes, the
bill path is conveniently accessible.
Compatible with MDB devices, take recycling beyond
traditional vending applications to wherever a MDB
interface is used.

A Solution that Meets Your Needs —
Today and Tomorrow

Tailor your payment system solution to meet your
location needs. Add a VNR Recycler module to
your MEI VN2700 validator at any time. As locations
require, customize your VNR with one of the many
different cashbox sizes and bezel options, like ones
that enable cashless payments, available from CPI.

A Profitable Difference
at the Point of Sale
By providing a consumer-friendly alternative to
coins-only as change, operators can provide vend
patrons with the type of change they prefer. Sales
increases of 15% or more are commonly reported.
The VNR can also coexist with cashless acceptance,
creating a truly unattended retail payment solution.
The MEI VNR Recycler’s 98% acceptance rate
turns performance into profit. Taking any of the
denominations consumers carry make VNR enabled
machines the preferred choice.
With over 3 million MEI VN and AE Series validators
in the field today, look to the proven performance
and reliability of MEI payments systems to minimize
expensive service calls and maximize profits.

Products Specs at a Glance
Power Consumption
• Acceptance: 15 Watts
• Operating Environment: -15ºC - 60ºC
Power Sources
• 22 to 45 VDC
Interface
• MDB
Bill Insertion
• 4 Way
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*VNR not available in Canada
MEI is ISO 9001:2000 certified.
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